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ABSTRACT

In modern era Cloud computing is a hot and burning topic among the researcher. Cloud computing has fulfilled dreams of computing in IT world to provide maximum resource utilizations. It provides flexibility, more capacity, ecosystem and service-oriented ideas. In IT field for small and big Enterprise trying to setup public, private and hybrid cloud for storing and transferring their process to the users. In this research work an algorithm is developed which solves the problem of resource utilization, performance degradation and availability. In thesis the role of virtualization technology in the cloud environment and how it plays a very big role in utilization of resources is explained. MERT (minimum expected response time) is calculated and on that bases, maximum response time is reduced. This system identifies how a user request reaches to data centers and checks the quality of request on the basis of different parameter that is bandwidth, response time, and throughput. It is based on queue for storage of requests followed by sorting concept. In proposed algorithm checked the availability, size (capacity), MERT and least loaded parameters to check and select VM for request, which increases the recourse utilization. In Proposed algorithm check with the parameters of least load the concept of overloading or under loading server with the concept of shifting is used. After the completion of all requests, VM destroys itself and release all the resources. Also the compression of various dynamics algorithm is shown in which we include honey bee algorithm, throttled algorithm, biased random algorithm with different elements in cloud environment with different metrics mainly used elements such as performance, resource utilization and minimum cost.

Keywords: Cloud computing; load balancing, Virtual machine, MERT, Eclipse javaIDE (Cloud), Round Robin Algorithm, Honeybee algorithm, Equally Spread Current Execution Algorithm, Throttled Load Balancing Algorithm, Cloud-Analyst.
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